
The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors

Drew Daywalt

You've played the game. Now read the legend

of how it all began...These three were the 

strongest, smartest, and fastest in all the land.

But when the warriors finally meet each

other, the most epic round of battles begins

...and never ends. That is why, to this day,

children around the world honor these worthy

adversaries by playing ROCK. PAPER,

SCISSORS!
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Shark Vs. Train

Chris Barton

A shark and a train compete in a series of

contests on a seesaw, in hot air balloons,

bowling, shooting baskets, playing hide-and-

seek, and more.
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This is My Room (No Tigers!)

Jennifer Jacobson

JoJo's first night in her own room is interrupted

by a lion, then a bear, then a tiger and, while the

first two obey her keep out sign, the tiger cannot.
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Stuck

Oliver Jeffers

When Floyd's kite gets stuck in a tree, he tries

to knock it down with increasingly larger and

more outrageous things.
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It’s Bloop

Tara Lazar

Bloop, the little green alien, must conquer

Earth, and his first step is figuring out who's in

charge. The answer? Dogs!
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Recommended Reads
 

A New Day

Brad Meister

After Sunday quits being a day of the week,

the other days of the week try out all sorts of

candidates, until an act of kindness reminds

them all that a little appreciation can go a long

way.
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It’s Not My Fault

Jory John

A boy steadfastly blames everything from

messy homework to a dirty face on inanimate

objects until they visit his dreams, reminding

him that he must take responsibility for his

mistakes.
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No Pants!

Jacob Grant

Laugh-out-loud father-son drama in which the

dad learns an important and timely lesson--

pants are NOT for everyone!
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Read Alouds

http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=675727
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http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=801346
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=772707
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=308833
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=9&cn=866856
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=7&cn=853168
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=837827
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=858842


Chez Bob

Bob Shea

A lazy alligator comes up with a plan to lure

his prey by opening up a restaurant for

birds--until he realizes that birds are even

better as friends.
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MORE READ ALOUDS:
Click, Clack, Moo: Cows That Type  I  P Cronin

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie  I  P Numeroff

Creepy Pair of Underwear  I  P Reynolds

Dragons Love Tacos  I  P Rubin

Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus  I  P Willems

Bob, Not Bob

Elizabeth Garton Scanlon

When a young boy gets a cold, he just wants

his mommy. But his stuffy nose makes it

difficult for him to call out to his mom--not

'Bob, ' who happens to be the family dog.
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Rescuing Mrs. Birdley

Aaron Reynolds

Self-proclaimed animal expert Miranda

Montgomery sees her teacher at the grocery

store and decides to return her to her natural

habitat, the classroom.
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On Account of the Gum

Adam Rex

Improbable, ridiculous remedies accumulate

when there is gum stuck in your hair.

P
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B.J. Novak

In this book with no pictures, the reader has to

say every silly word, no matter what.
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Interrupting Chicken

David Ezra Stein

Little Red Chicken wants Papa to read her a

bedtime story, but interrupts him almost as

soon as he begins each tale.
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